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HO are WE ?

With over two decades of serving your healthcare
needs and a vision to enhance the quality of life,
Remington Pharmaceuticals is committed to providing
you with best healthcare solutions. We develop and
manufacture pharmaceutical medicines through our
dedicated R&D team and state-of-the-art
manufacturing facilities to ensure not only a healthier
today but also, a healthier tomorrow!
Remington aims at providing high-class medicines with
greater access for the benefit of everyone. The
company dedicatedly works towards improving the
quality of human life through continuous innovation
and hard-work to bring forth a stream of medicinal
products that contribute to the betterment of the
society.

Credo to

Among the medical professionals and other
stakeholders, Remington is best known for its
dedicated people, passion for innovation through
research and development and quality healthcare
solutions. Determined to always go beyond its
reputation, the recent development of its new stateof-the-art manufacturing facility is a testimony of our
continuous efforts to bring Remington to the global
fore.
Here at Remington, we uphold strong moral values and
instil them in our team. We inculcate an environment
that is based on ethical workings and integrity. The
company has also been providing healthcare services
to those who are impoverished and in places where
they are non-existent.

SUCCESS

We conduct ourselves with the utmost Integrity in all our dealings.
Good is the enemy of Great. We must strive for Excellence.
Innovative thinking leads to out-of-the-box solutions. Always Add value!
Perseverance should be a habit. Never ever give up!
People are our guiding beacon. Promptly deliver to their needs

Force behind the

INITIATIVE

I would like to thank everyone who has been directly or
indirectly involved in supporting our efforts to make
Remington's name synonymous to trust and quality.
It is with the untiring efforts of our Research &
Development, Production, Quality Assurance, Material
Management, Engineering, Sales and Marketing,
Regulatory Affairs, Human Resources and Corporate
Finance teams, that we have achieved many valuable
milestones in the short history of the company. Not
only Remington, but the whole pharmaceutical
industry in Pakistan is at the crossroads to be counted
or to be neglected in the global arena. At Remington
we have committed all our energies towards making
ourselves a recognised leader in the global
pharmaceutical industry.

world-class R&D centre par excellence, keeping in
mind the challenges emerging in the WTO era. Last, by
no means least, I would also congratulate the Ministry
of Health and the Medical Professionals on promoting
the idea of quality medicine at an affordable price,
the idea Remington is committed to promote through
out the global scene.

"

The new millennium represents

the promise of a better future and
the

reality

rapid

and

those who will manage, must
combine logic with intuition and
solid academic training with bold
vision.

To meet our aspirations, we are establishing a

of

unpredictable change. To excel,

"
Dr. Abdul Q. Khokhar, PhD
Managing Director
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HAT set us AHEAD?

Remington Pharmaceuticals takes pride in its world
class manufacturing capabilities. Our cGMP
compliant and ISO 9001:2000(E) certified plant is
amongst the most sophisticated pharmaceutical
facilities in the country.

Our winning edge lies in latest utility services, cGMP
compliance system and a well-designed work
environment ensuring both product and
Human Safety profile.

QUALIFICATION & ELEGANCE
Our manufacturing facility boasts enhanced
production capacities for Eye and Ear Drops,
Ointments, Liquid (Oral) Medicines, Coated and
Uncoated Tablets, Capsules and External Preparations
for various therapeutic categories.
The manufacturing facility is equipped with the latest
technology including automated and dedicated
process control systems, dust control mechanism,
Building Management System (BMS) and
process–water management system providing with a
ready compliance to cGMP, ISO 9001:2000(E) and ISO
14001.
In addition to quality assurance department's
procedures at every stage of production, in-process
checks are also imposed, the results of which are
continuously monitored and recorded. Materials are
procured from approved suppliers through
documented procedures, are quarantined until tested
and released for use by the manufacturing
department.

Care beyond

To unlock broader vistas of opportunities, we are
currently working towards international certifications
of our manufacturing facilities.
Delegates from the US, Europe, Asia, Middle East and
Africa have visited and admired the quality standards
of Remington's production facilities. This has led us to
formalize transnational relationships and enhance our
strategic partnerships with major international
players.
Our Head Office, a contemporary architecture with
elegant yet simple styling cues is a hallmark of
Remington in the 21st Century. To add to the splendour
of the natural ambience, we have landscaped a
picturesque exterior, creating a marvellous sight and a
much loved and exciting place for those working here.

HEALTHCARE

Remington Pharmaceuticals is committed primarily to
the medical world for better services, and for each
patient's wellbeing. Beyond that, we are dedicated to
contribute actively to the community we live and
work in.
For the medical professionals, we conduct
educational seminars, support medical journals and
exhibitions, and provide our patronage to various
medical conferences held countrywide.

Remington, being a responsible corporate citizen,
goes beyond providing just monetary assistance to
charitable organizations. We build relationships in
areas where we can provide our expertise and
synergize with theirs. We have more than a decade old
tradition of working together with such organizations,
conducting free medical and eye camps for the poor in
remote areas, demonstrating our assistance and
support to the community.
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HERE lies our POWER?

It is the synergy among the teams that has made
Remington Pharmaceuticals a leading pharmaceutical
company. Inspired by a strong
tradition of initiative, a will
to do and an unflinching
drive to succeed, it is our
associates who stand at the
heart of Remington and
make things happen.
The key functionaries in the
Company are highly
qualified and experienced in their respective areas.
All of them hold Doctoral degrees from the worldrenowned schools namely, King's College London,
Manchester Business School and the University of
Cambridge. Their unique knowledge gives us an edge
in the industry, particularly in their domain of
expertise.
Research and Development
(R&D) is the cornerstone of
Re m i n g t o n ' s m i s s i o n .
We have developed one of
the most progressed and
sensitive R&D facility in the
country. The core strength
of our team is our
foresightedness that enables us to come up with the
desired product at the apposite time. The in-depth
knowledge of the industry, science and the technology
help us develop new and effective products for the
most pernicious diseases. With a dedicated R&D team
and facilities of
international standards, we
believe that together we
will be able to meet the
challenges and continue our
drive towards progress.
The production team is
committed to produce
highest quality products
which can satisfy the stated and implied needs of both
doctors and p atients. The production team
endeavours to manufacture products that are costeffective through best utilization of the resources and
reduced down-time by applying preventive
maintenance program.

At Remington, core quality management groups cut
across all functional departments to coordinate and
monitor the implementation of the quality policy and
the quality management system throughout the
company. The quality assurance team is effectively
focused on both, internal and external areas.
The marketing and sales teams work with the
philosophy of creating scientific awareness and
providing medical services. Due to their combined
f o r c e s
a n d
determination, they
have rolled out
successful medicine
brands in multitherapeutic categories.
Our field force and
distributors have
developed strong
channels for medicines
availability all over the region.
The corporate finance team conducts formal business
and financial evaluation of new products and projects
proposed by other teams of the Company, as well as,
other opportunities in allied business areas. The
corporate finance team
strives to be the 'think
tank' of the group,
pitching in innovative
ideas and up-to-date
analyses of current
n a t i o n a l a n d
international business
affairs.
Our human resource department has always
endeavoured to nurture the talent. Meritocracy is at
the helm of everything that we do at Remington
Pharmaceuticals. People with a forward looking
attitude, passion for excellence and drive to succeed
are provided with immense growth opportunities,
unmatched in the corporate sector.
Remington Pharmaceuticals is meeting its growing
success by realizing the significance of investment in
the human capital.

www.remingtonpharma.com

TRUST REMINGTON!!
We strive for excellence in every mile we run. Nothing
takes our attention more than delivering quality
products to doctors, pharmacists and patients.
That is why today, Remington is taking care of
millions of people trusting our medicines for
their wellbeing.
Our manufacturing facilities are designed to
ensure our commitment to quality at every
step of the production process. Computerized
building management systems provide
required environment round the clock and, in
addition to that, extensive equipment
automation ensuring Quality by Design.
We work hard as a team so that you can be rest
assured of getting the highest quality medicine
from Remington.
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Remington Pharmaceuticals strives to be
among the leading pharmaceutical
companies in any given therapeutic class
across all markets it operates in.
Committed to make valuable social
contribution, Remington has a passion for
excellence - be it healthcare, philanthropic
services or just sports!
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